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ADVAITA AND TRINITY
Reflections on the Vedantic and Christian Experience off God
with Reference to Buddhist Non-Dualism*

I n the quest of God, we can go longer exclusively follow
either the Western or the Eastern philosophical tradition alone.
Human beings all over the world share one fate today, facing
the results of a worldwide political, social, ecological and spiri
tual crisis. The understanding of the Human has changed due
to the interpenetration o f different cultures. And a changing
experience of the Human always changes the understanding of
God. These reflections want to ponder possibilities for an
understanding of God in this situation of interpenetration and
dialogue.
The topic is going to be approached in three steps. The
second step again has three sections. First, I am going to
reflect on the purpose and goal of this study. Second, I will
try to show the meeting point between the Indian Advaitic Con
cept of reality and the Trinity. Thirdly, I will sum up some
basic consequences. I n the second section, we w i l l first focus
the attention on some aspects of the doctrine of God in Advaita
Vedanta. Second, we will stress some important aspects of the
mystery of the Trinity i n Christian understanding, analysing
the goal and the structure of the doctrine of the Trinity.
Thirdly, the non-dualistic understanding of the Trinity will be
discussed.

* This study is the extended version of a paper read at the conference on
"God: The Contemporary Discussion" held at Maui, Hawaii, December
26-30, 1981.
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I.

Purpose and Goal

I.

Reflection on the ongoing dialogue of Religions

Both the World Council of Churches as well as the Vatican
have stated that any semi-colonial practice of mission is com
pletely out of place today. Thus, a new concept of finding and
sharing the truth any religion finds in its own tradition has been
worked out and tested successfully. I t is based on the Socratic
insight that truth can be found only in dialogue. I f one partner
wants to convince an other, he does well to draw forth the
truth out of the other rather than force him to accept a concept
which is strange to him.
Such a dialogue is going on today at different levels. There
are conferences organized usually by different ecumenical orga
nizations. Here the stress is on the good will of all the partici
pants belonging to different religions and ideologies. One
agrees that all share in the responsibility to work for peace,
justice and the survival of mankind. But often there remains
the doubt whether Christians and Buddhists e.g. have spoken
really on the same thing when talking on God, spiritual fulfil
ment, etc.
The second level is a permanent living together of people
coming from different religious backgrounds. This happens i n
Europe and America within the framework of an industrial
society; this happens in new religious communities such as
Zen-centres; this happens in India where people work in develop
mental and social programmes.
A third level is the theological reflection on this on-going
dialogue and sharing. I t is an experience of those living with
different traditions, that a mutual stimulation can take place.
I n meeting the other, the understanding of our own tradition
can be deepened and widened. This is a common phenomenon
which need not be stressed for those who are already well aware
of it. Applying it systematically, we might gain new criteria
and means to interpret a new awareness rooted in Christian
faith as well as Hindu and Buddhist faith.
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A fourth level is the level of spiritual practice. Methods
of meditation are coming from the East to the West and vice
versa for a mutual enrichment, widening our consciousness.
Spiritual practice is certainly the most important key to under
stand religion, but practice without reflection is blind. Only
when we know what we already do, we can integrate this new
practice into our already existing behaviour and knowledge.
This integration might bear fruit. Thus, the relationship bet
ween practice and reflection is a dialectical one. Any contri
bution towards a Theology of Religions should be aware of this.
Under a Theology of Religions I understand the reflection
on the on-going dialogue of religions. Keeping in mind what
already has been said, we can go on to formulate, as a metho
dological principle, that it is not sufficient to gain criteria for
this dialogue only from Christian sources, because we are not
aiming at theological clarification for christians only, but we
want to find the common responsibility for the future of mankind
in mutual exchange with people of other religions—and asking
for the notion of God means also reflecting on the possibility of
a future for human beings. Thus, we need different traditions
as a basis. The same holds true, of course, from a Hindu or
Buddhist point of view.
In our case, we have to take into account both the Christian
Trinitarian tradition and the non-dualistic (advaita) notion of
Reality in Indian Advaita Vedanta as well as Buddhism. We
should be able to relate them to each other. This causes metho
dological difficulties, and we are aware of i t . But i n the
adventure of this undertaking, there is a great potentiality for
a new awareness, for a new experience of what all these traditions
have called "God", "The One", etc.
I t is not the similarities in words or ideas which matter,
because the specific historical background has to be always taken
into consideration. I t is rather the intentions and structures of
thinking concerning the Trinity and the advaitic understanding
of Reality in the East which are of importance.
Our basic hypothesis is that the Trinity and the Eastern
advaitic notion of Reality interpret each other in this way,
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that, for one thing, the universality of Christ can be understood
more clearly, and, for another, the theological basis for a
common struggle of religions towards peace, justice and spiritual
fulfilment will be made manifest.

2.

Reflection on deeper Spiritual Experience

Everywhere in the world, there is a strong evidence for a
new awakening of spiritual experience. People feel the insuffi
ciency of their life which is manipulated by impersonal structures
and material consumption. They take refuge in interiority and
use efficient methods for contemplation such as Yoga and Zen.
But very seldom are they aware of the implications given with
these spiritual practices. They still go on living their dualistic
life and nourishing their Ego only i n a more subtle way.
We have to learn and to understand what happens when we
allow ourselves to step into a religious experience which claims
to overcome dualism. Without this understanding, we hardly
can integrate what we are thirsting for. Are these non-dualistic
experiences in complete contradiction to our ways of thinking,
or may they be a certain fulfilment of our own tradition? What
are the implications for our Weltanschauung when we end up
exclaiming: aham brahmäsmi ( I am brahman) or when we pierce
through the shell of our Ego into the Buddha-nature?
We need to reflect on what we do; we need to find clearness
in our expression; we need to distinguish and should be in search
of criteria for what is called truth. Theological reflection might
help to integrate the ways o f Eastern meditation into our ratio
nal culture of science and technology which cannot be simply
rejected i n a romantic withdrawal. I t might enable us to create
a deeper awareness for our human dignity and destination, in
order to bring out a value-dimension for our technological age,
an idea o f wholeness as it were. Our reflection may help to
conduct this quest with a sense of theological responsibility.
Only then do we know what we do. And only then will our
doings be blessed.
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Advaita and Trinity

Let me begin with some preliminary remarks. Reflection
on God is always a reflection and can never be just a logical
exercise without the previous process of a Widerfahrnis (encounter
or experience). A n experience of God is always prior to
our nation of God, whatever the significance of both these terms
"experience" and " G o d " may be. What is religious experience ?
What is the experience o f God ? These are key questions for
our contemporary discussion on God, and I suppose we are not
able to give a comprehensive and satisfying answer.
To approach the problem, we first have to make a distinc
tion between experiences which can be objectif ed because they
are independent from space, time and a specific person, and
those experiences which can not be objectified because they are
at least not independent from the experiencing person. The
first kind of experiences may just be a special case and a kind
of the latter. I f so, the latter category could be considered as
the more comprehensive one.
A l l religious experiences are non-objectifiable, but not all
non-objectifiable experiences can be called religious experiences,
at least not in our sense here. I n quantum-physics, for instance,
you find a similar interdependence between the experienced facts
of the case and the experiencing person.
I am not able to give a definition of the term "spiritual or
religious experience" because this would imply an objective
approach. Experience determines itself as such by practice.
This holds true for any Hindu as well as Buddhist understanding
of experience. That is why I want to try a more poetic circum
scription, using the Sanskrit-metaphor anubhava, which means
"being according t o " , "being in tune w i t h " or "being along."
Getting into an experience is therefore an approach of involve
ment, becoming according to God in our case, getting in tune
with Him. Thus, reflection presupposes re-sonance.
Enabling human beings to merge into this field of resonanceof God, the Universal law, the sound of silence or whatever it is
called—is the point of all spiritual ways i n many religions.
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There is a tremendous variety of spiritual experiences in
India.. But the common ground of all Indian spirituality could
be described with three characteristic marks:
1.

They want to achieve inner independence from all things,
feelings, thoughts, etc.

2.

They develop a feeling for the presence of God in all
things and all happenings.

3.

There is a deep desire for a genuine comprehensive
experience as it is to be prepared especially in various
forms of Yoga.

This ground is the basis for reflection on God in India.
1.

1

Advaita

This spiritual experience is interpreted in different ways,
and, indeed, it allows different theological interpretations. But
it is always an overcoming of dualistic concepts and behaviour.
Thus, dualisms like body-spirit, world-God, I-God, etc., merge
into one holistic awareness which might be a new consciousness
seen from the level of dualistic discriminations. Therefore para
doxical language is usually applied to speak about this inexpres
sible experience. Polar symbols such as Y i n and Yang may
point towards this wholeness, but they never express i t really,
because the ex-pression is a result of dualism.
The Indian advaitic experience points towards the non-duality
of the Self or nature of all beings (ätman) and the One Reality
(brahman). The brahman is the all-comprehensive One (ekarn),
the One Reality. The experience of this inexpressible non-duality
of Being corresponds with a state of consciousness that goes be1. The spiritual climate reflected in these characteristics is also the soil of
Buddhism: "Because the Buddha emphasized the practical aspects of
religious life, avoiding philosophical speculations and theories, as well as
unfounded and fanciful beliefs in supernatural phenomena, he did not
live in a spiritual vacuum in which nothing existed beyond very founda
tions of a metaphysical, non-Vedic tradition..
(Lama Anagarika
Govinda, Creative Meditation and Multi-Dimensional Consciousness,
Wheaton, III, 1978. p. 198).
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y.ond the usually utilized capacity of mind, namely waking,
dream and deep sleep. This state beyond has been called simply
the fourth one or turlya. Yet, this expression might be mislead
ing. I t is not a level of consciousness among others, but the
unified awareness or the integration of all possible states of
consciousness. Similarly, in Zen, the experience of satori
cannot be called an experience among other experiences, adding
quantitatively something to our mental capacity; but it is
precisely the "unifying awareness". Hence, this specific state
of consciousness called turlya in the Vedantic tradition does
not point to a reality beyond or outside the reality which
we experience in our daily life, but it is this reality experi
enced in unified intensity, in integrating light as it were. This
intuition is, as far as I can see, the basis for the famous Buddhist
saying: nirvana is samsära (and vice versa).
In the same way, God cannot be conceived of in symbols or
terms which indicate that he is different or separated from the
reality we have objectifiable experience of in our daily life.
But God is also not at all identical with this reality : it is preci
sely a relation of non-duality.
Thus, we can neither speak of God in terms of identity nor
of duality, but we have to refer to the category of non-duality
(advaita) that transcends both these terms. Strictly speaking, we
cannot say anything about God at all, but we speak out of God,
out of an awareness which makes us to be according to the One
Reality, thus reflecting anubhava, our being in tune with God.
What is non-duality or advaita! I t is a category which can
be applied not only for objectifiable experiences, but also for
those which are non-objectifiable, according to our previous
discrimination. But, can this category be objectified and explai
ned with the same clarity as we discriminate between identity
and non-identity? Again, I do not know an unequivocal answer,
but I suppose that only the dynamism of a oneness which is con
stituted by a polarity may serve as a means for explaining nonduality. I will come back later to this problem when the nondualistic character of the Trinity will be explained, because the
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symbol of the Trinity offers a deep insight into the nature of
ontological non-dualism.
Similarly in Buddhism, advaita is a category going beyond
identity and non-identity. Nagarjuna's philosophy is definitly
not a no-reality doctrine, but the denial of any affirmative
discrimination which could describe reality. I n Buddhism, too,
advaita is an integrated awareness encompassing and transcen
ding both identity and non-identity.
Concerning Advaita Vedanta, brahman is said to be selfsufficient, resting in itself, being without any change. Nothing
can be said about it, because any predicate would imply discrimi
nation : it would be this and not the opposite. Non-dualism can
not imply discrimination. Brahman does not have any attribute.
This is obvious from Sankara's understanding of adhyäropa.
Similarly Nagarjuna denies any predicate of Being. Concerning
the One Reality, he cannot speak of an object with characteristics
at all.
Yet, there is a symbol, not describing but formulating the
"nature" of brahman: saccidänanda.
Sat is Being, the imperishable. I t is also truth, the unchange
able. I t could be called "Being itself" (Tillich), i f this term does
not imply that modifications are possible which would have an
effect on brahman.
Cit is pure consciousness or total awareness. I t is the selfreflection of Sat i n itself. Brahman is consciousness, it does not
have it. Thus, cit is not a qualification on sat, but it is the selfexpressing awareness of the One.
2

3

2. T R . V. Murti, The Central Philosophy of Buddhism, London, 1955,
p. 160.
3. There is a similar discussion in the early Greek philosophy. For Zenon,
movement cannot be thought. In Buddhism there is no possibility to
attain truth neither by thinking nor not-thinking, because both are still
on the level of contradictions. In getting beyond both thinking and notthinking into Non-Thinking— as Nishitani Keiji calls it in Zen categories
(talk with the author on December 16, 1981) — we reach the point where
reality determines itself directly. This is precisely what Sankara has in
mind when he describes the brahman beyond any adhyäropa. including
the difference of substance and non-substance.
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Änanda is bliss. I t is the ecstasy of Being, which again
cannot be understood as qualification on sat, but the very nature
of the One is bliss in self-awareness.
Therefore the expression saccidänanda does not modify
brahman, i t does not add anything to the One, but it speaks out
the Being-Awareness-Bliss, which the One Reality is. Yet, is
there a certain dynamism implied, when we speak of pure
consciousness or awareness? Is there not a certain polarity in
the One, when it expresses itself in sat, cit, änanda ? It so, how
could this dynamism be understood without violating the basic
principle, namely : One without a second (ekam eva qdvittyam)!
Many schools of thinking have come out in India to solve
this problem, but still there is no definite answer.
Let us go one step further. Brahman manifests itself by its
creative power called mäyä. Mäyä is the measurable, the
quantifiable. I t is this which we can have a mathematical
theory of. But it is also the principle of dynamism. I t is the
source of all phenomena. Now, mäyä is neither different from
nor identical with brahman. Their relationship is undetermin"
able (anirvacamya). Usually there is a classification of three
stages of "manifestation" of the brahman through mäyä:
4

4. Lama Govinda stresses the importance of the concept of mäyä from a
Buddhist point of view, expressing that every form of life, including
consciousness and mind, is conditioned: "To the unawakened, mäyä is
illusion, the cause of error and ignorance, because he tries to cling to its
momentary forms, to stop their continuous flow, to possess them or to
subordinate them to his narrow purposes. To the awakened one it is the
creative power of the mind, the only reality we can speak of which, we
had better term "actuality", because only what "acts" is real in the sense
that it affects us and can be experienced. A reality that is not experienceable is only an abstract concept, a product of our speculation, a hypo
thesis, i.e. something without influence or relationship to our actual life.
As such it has as little place in Buddhism as the Absolute, which haunts
Western philosophy as a substitute for the concept of God, after having
been deprived of all positive content and experiential value or relation
ship." (pp. cit., pp. 340« In this regard, it is very misleading to translate
the Vedäntic brahman as the "Absolute".
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1.

Isvara the Lord and the creator, a personal God

2.

hiranyagarbha, the Golden Seed, the First Born of all
creation

3.

viraj, the development of the world in all its material
as well as spiritual phenomena.

The complexity of these "stages" is called saguna brahman
the qualified brahman, in contrary to the unqualified, the nirguna
brahman. Actually, the saguna is not a real manifestation which
would have an ontological status. I t is just an appearance in
our consciousness caused by Mäyä. Hence, the reality of the
world is not of ontological but of noetical nature. Mäyä, which
is said to be neither real nor unreal, creates a reflection in our
consciousness which lets appear the unchangeable brahman as the
changing and qualified saguna brahman.
Thus, in oneway, dualism is avoided: you have only the
brahman-reality. But the price to pay for this theory is that the
world of appearances does not have an ontological status and
significance.
What really is mäyäl What is mäyä's relationship with
brahman? The term anirvacaniya does not give a sufficient answer
to this crucial problem. And further: in denying an ontological
status of the saguna brahman, we avoid ontological dualism
indeed, but we create a certain kind of existential dualism,
because the historical reality, the world of change, mutation and
development is excluded from the movement towards salvation.
The non-dualistic experience is achieved by reductionism, not by
integration.
In this way, God cannot stand for the very
symbol of integration of reality.
But precisely this would
be the demand in the context of a non-dualistic approach.
One most interesting aspect of the Vedäntic philosophy is
that the One Reality, the power which manifests itself as it were
existentially but not ontologically, the brahman, is energy (prana).
Prana is the one basic energy,* the only reality, the power which
5

5. Cf. V. Brück, Advaita and Trinität. Indische und, christliche Gotteserfahrung im Dialog der Religionen (unpublished Habil-Thesis, University
of Rostock, 1980), especially pp. 336ff.
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manifests itself truly in very different forms and many kinds of
energetic expressions. Prana is in everything, but it is at the
same time beyond any specific expression. Prana is the lifesource of the universe. I wonder whether this concept could not
express the unity of Being, the wholeness which is beyond any
particular experience of human beings, but emerging in any
experience. Thus, it is a theophanic event.
The advaitic experience is not an experience of a "some
thing". I t is the awakening to an awareness of Reality; God
is always there, and to experience him (anubhava- being according
to) means that the cover from the reality is removed. The
dualistic mind disappears; the feeling of being a separated Ego
vanishes, so that the true nature of reality, the saccidänanda
reveals itself to us. I t is a revelation of what is, not a special
knowledge of what has not yet been. Thus, experience of God
is not an additive knowledge about a higher reality, but is the
awareness of the wholeness of reality. I t ifc the awakening of a
stage of conciousness which the discoursive mind does not
reflect.
This realization of God is a happening which the individual
consciousness cannot achieve because any striving for the
experience hinders the mind from stepping into total silence
which is the basis for the non-dualistic break-through. But
intuitive knowledge (jnäna) and total loving surrender of the Ego
(bhakti) can prepare this jump. The stage of mind, which we
usually connect with the term meditation, leads into the realiza
tion of the atmanjbrahman non-duality. I t is a realization of
interrelatedness of all Being. Nobody is simply an individuality.
Hence, knowing the atman, you realize the ontological solidarity
of all beings. This is what I call cosmic solidarity.
I want to close this paragraph with some questions which
arise immediately:
1. What does it mean to realize brahman as the One Reality
when we are faced with a world of diversity ? What is the
value of evolution and progress in history ? What is the
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relationship between time and the One? Or i n other
words: What is the ontological status of mäyä ?
2.

What is the relationship between a holistic consciousness
of meditative awareness and the rational consciousness
which functions in distinguishing and setting up
dualities ?

I do not claim to be able to answer these questions, but i n
order to find ways for a solution, we may look at an other nondualistic concept of Reality: the Trinity.
2.

Trinity

Many Christians and even theologians are often not aware of
the specific characteristics of the Christian understanding of God,
which is neither monotheistic nor polytheistic but Trinitarian.
The Trinity has been declared sometimes as a mythological relic
which is not any more understandable and important today. This
has deprived us of a great chance to bring our specific Christian
contribution into the discussion on God today. I hope that,
through dialogue with advaitic thinking in the East and the
questions which we have become aware of precisely i n this dialo
gue, we will be able to rediscover the Trinitarian experience of
Reality and its non-dualistic character. This is my whole point.
And hereby I envisage a deeper understanding of God which is
integrative in the most comprehensive sense of the word.
I am going to draw the attention just on a few characteristic
features of the Trinitarian understanding of God without being
able to exhaust the well of this beautiful and rich tradition.
The early Church's interest i n the Trinity was soteriological.
The basic experience is doubtless God's incarnation in Christ and
its purpose: God became man that man may become God. The
vision of theopoiesis is again and again the underlying power in
Athanasiuse thinking. And this holds true for all the discussions
at that time. The divinisation, as the structure of history of
salvation, leads towards the non-dualistic concept of Reality
which has been expressed in the god-man-reality, revealed in a
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unique way in Christ, but finally the goal of all creation (cf. 1 Co
15:20ff).
There is One Reality, which has a Trinitarian structure. This
statement comprehends both God and world. I n the christian
tradition, this has been expressed in the attempt to find Trinitarian
structures in our human experience corresponding to the Trinitarian
nature of God. But I will try to explain that the Trinity transcends
this double approach which could still express an hidden
dualism.
To show one example of Trinitarian thinking, I want to go
into Augustine. Augustine reflects on the unchangeable unity of
the one absolute God and finds in it the basis on which he builds
his doctrine of the Trinity i n the line of the Cappadocian Fathers.
God is the absolute simple being, the Being itself without any
differences or parts. That is why he calls God essentia, viz.
summa essentia, which he conceives in neo-platonic terms as pure
consciousness. God is pure being and not at all involved i n his
actions, he does not change:
U t sic intelligamus Deum, si possumus, quantum possumus:
sine qualitate bonum, sine quantitate magnum, sine indigenta
creatorem, sine loco ubiquetotum, sine tempore sempiternum,
sine ulla mutatione mutabilia facientem, nihil patientern.
(De Trin. 5. 1. 2)*
Nothing shall limit the notion of God, and therefore no
differentiation is possible. Augustine makes a distinction between
the effects of the accidentless essentia inwards and outwards. This
is the place for his doctrine of the Trinity. But since there is one
God, he hastens to add that any work of the Trinity is a work of
the whole Trinity:
opera Trinitatis ad extra indivisa sunt

7

6. "Let us understand God, if possible, as far as possible, as good without
quality, great without quantity, creator without any need, whole without
space, eternal without time, making changing things without undergoing
any change, in no way passively affected."
7. "The external activities of the Trinity are undivided.'*
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When we attribute certain actions to certain persons of the
Trinity, we follow only our limited capability of understanding.
Such differentiation is meaningless for God.
It follows that:
1.

the Trinity is one God, neither the Father is God, nor an
abstract essentia beyond the Trinity

2.

it is a differentiated unity, not because of different actions
outwards, but because of inner relationships (relationes).

Inner relationships mean that i t is Being in movement, that
this Being is energy. Augustine tries to find analogies to show the
nature of these intimate relationships. In this regard, the human
soul and its experiences is most important to him :
Father

Son

Spirit

esse
Being

nosse
Cognition

velle
Will (Love)

1.

aeternitas

Veritas

2.

memoria
mens
amans

intelligentia
notitia
quod amatur

3.

4.

voluntas-caritas
(beatitudo)
voluntas
amor
amor

Explanation:
The eternity of the Father, who is Being itself, is seen in
memoria as store o f past experience. Spirit (mens) is intelligibility
and as such the "where from" of all psychic life. I n the same way,
the Father is loving subject (amans) and thus the cause of inner
divine relationship of love.
The Son is the self-reflection of Being and as such truthThis corresponds to intelligentia in the human mental process
because it is the reflecting representation of all that happens, and
the ability to think a notion (notitia), which makes possible our
self-awareness. A t the same time, the Son is the "object" of the
Father's love.
........ .
}
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The Spirit is the intentional movement between Father and
Son, the energetic field, which describes the activity o f Father and
Son i n the realm of the human spirit. Thus, it is the primordial
communion of love (amor) and thus the aim o f God's activity,
i . e. the bliss (beatitude) of the self-sufficient inner divine life.
The climax o f Augustine's theology is the vision o f anew
man who is not any more separated from God, and therefore, see
God eternally (visio beatifica). This becomes real in unification
with Christ. The Word has become flesh, and therefore we can
conceive o f Christ and imitate Him. I n imitating Christ, we will
be transformed and transfigurated into the beatific vision, God
is the One, but, as dynamic unity, be draws us unto Himself.
Here again we see the soteriological point. The purpose o f this
ongoing process is the eschatological fulfilment, in which human
beings will share i n the inner trinitarian life and love, namely in
the beatific vision:
s

Christusunus amans seipsum*

3.

/

Non-dualistic Interpretation of the Trinity

To show the structural similarity and difference between
Advaita Vedanta and the Christian understanding of the Trinity,
in expressingthe advaitic intuition, I will put both these doctri
nes together i n the graph found on the following page:

S. "The one Christ loving himself.*'

One Reality
(brahman)
nirguna

1

saguna brahman

brahman

sat

cit

änanda tunya

Being

Selfreflection

Bliss of
conscious being

Father

Son

Spirit

Origin

Realization

Renewal

Ιέvara
sleep
(prajna)
Lord

(taijasa)

V
economical

l _

saguna brahman
(isWara-hiranyagarbha-viräj

Father
Son? Logos

ED

(Lord, First-born,
all comprehensive Word)

änanda

ätman

'

ontologically
not
real

η i t y

T
I

1

>

Son

[immanent-

(no realization in
history)

viräj
waking
(visva)
cosmic
unfolding
Spirit

First born

Father

,....) nirguna brahman

hiranyagarbha
dream

V

1

Self-realization of God as
Realization in the Self or the Spirit
Unity in Pluriformity s Wholeness

Spirit

-/V

V
Human nature of Christ (incarnation)
Realization in history and Integration
of the particular
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How far could the advaitic interpretation of the Trinity be
more radically advaitic than the Indian non-dualism ?
First we have to go back to Augustine. We can see how
much his ideas are related to what we have called the advaitic
experience. Augustine's concept of the One in three aspects,
which are not attributes, but relational impulses somehow, i n
which any single aspect comprehends the whole, is parallel to
the Indian saccidänanda:
sat
esse

cit
nosse

änanda
velle

The eft-aspect of brahman incorporates the same point as
Augustine's attempt to find analogies expressing his theological
reflection on the Trinity: Consciousness is one and identical
in itself in reflecting a pluriformity of contents.
But there are also important differences between Augustine
and the Advaita Vedänta. Sankarä for instance does not know
of a concept of the soul as we find it i n Augustine. Further,
for Sankara, the brahman is a motionless being. His dynamic
principle (mäyä) cannot be fully integrated into this Absolute
(a deficiency which is solved in Buddhism, as we have seen).
9

For Augustine, the one God is a dynamical One, which is
life in itself, but i n such a way, that it does not suffer any
change or accidental determination. The dynamic element is
the essence of the Godhead, which manifests itself i n mutually
dependent relations. What Sankara separates-not completely—
in order to think the notion of brahman purely, Augustine unites
in order to think the fulness of God (pürna), a fulness which is
integrated and non-dual. Thus, the Trinitarian experience could
possibly prepare the way for an even more radical non-dualistic
concept than found i n the classical Advaita Vedänta.
The Trinity has a similar function as the Indian Advaitic
view: the mediation between absolute and relative, eternity
and history, God's "per se" and "pro nobis* . This can be seen
in the necessary unity of economical and immanent Trinity and
9

9. Cf. Govinda, op. cit. pp. 6f.
9
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in the attempt to think at the same time God's unity as well as
his self-differentiation.
The advaitic character of the Onö Reality has been recog
nized in recent philosophy especially by Hegel, who says, in his
Dialectical Logic, that infinity is not a numerical quantity o f
the finite, but a quality which is realized in the finite. I t is
the same with his dialectics of Being and Nothing, which consists
in permanent interpenetration of both these polarities i n
"Becoming"*
And this is, as I understand, the meaning of saying, that
God is in three Modes of Being (Seinsweisen according to K .
Barth) or Relations, in which God realizes himself permanen
tly. This process has been called an endless perichöresis (John
of Damascus). Hence, these three Modes of Being presuppose
the unity of God on the one hand, but, because this unity is
nowhere unless in the dynamic process of the Triunity, the three
Modes constitute the unity in an ungoing process : the history
of the theo-cosmic unity, the creative dance of Being: perichöresis.
In India, we find a certain acosmism because mäyä is not
integrated into the One; its ontological status is not clear. A
similar acosmism prevails i n Christianity always, when the
Trinity is not understood as this sacred dance of Being, as peri
chöresis, the non-dualistic mystery. This acosmism causes further
dualities which we are suffering from in our world. I t has such
consequences as devaluation of history and of social concerns, a
split into the spiritual and the material, which stands against
the basic non-dualistic intuition.
The doctrine of the Trinity stresses that the world, i.e. all
deeds of God in creation, salvation and new creation, is real, is
a multiplicity, because God in Himself is differentiated. God Him
self is the principle of differentiation (mäyä). He is wthis differen
tiation and remains the same God who is unchangeable, precisely
because he is in this differentiation of Becoming.
And now we can try to answer the question raised above:
The ontological status of mäyä is clarified by the means of
Trinitarian thinking: God is One, the brahman, being in mäyä
the One. Mäyä, the principle of differentiation, is what i t is,
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being the expression of the "Location * of the being of the One
God. Mäyä is, as it were, the "how"-of God, the limitless
plenteousness, fulness and love. Therefore, God is to be seen
in a Trinitarian structure. He is self-moving in perichöresis.
His "what'* is unity, namely the integration of His self-movement,
which we experience as integration of our life, our world.
It is very interesting to compare this Trinitarian dynamism
with Buddhism which is also a philosophy of Becoming, an extre
mely dynamic concept of reality. Nagärjuna differentiates like
Sankara between pzramlrthika and vyxvahlrika. The päramärthika-vitw means that nothing can be affirmed, but all is depen
dent existence. This is expressed with the term sünya, which
again should not be mistaken as a negatively substantial terms.
Emptiness has to be emptied, too, in order to establish perfect
non-substantiality (anitya). Relationship is—like in Trinitarian
thinking—the last category to markthat nothing is uncondi
tioned.
The Trinity is a non-substantial concept, it is the symbol of
a dynamic event which integrates the on-going self-negation
expressed in the kenösis. God empties himself in self-negation.
The central symbol of the cross is the pre-condition to under
stand the relations of the Father and of the Spirit to the Son.
The Spirit as negation of negation or emptied emptiness in Buddhist
terms,is precisely fulness because it is twice emptied of form.
The Father does not remain a self-affirmative entity behind the
Trinitarian process, but he is an integrated moment in the
Trinitarian dynamis. Some Christian theologians felt the desire
to establish a "Godhead'* beyond the Trinitarian dynamism.
This would be a substantialization which—interestingly enoughhas always been rejected by the mainstream of Christian theology.
I f the idea of pratltyasamutpada is understood as a theory of
non-substantiality which is realized in the direct experience of a
reality as such (tathata), it could reflect the same basic inten.
tion as the Trinity : Reality is the dynamism of relationship.
10

11

12

10. G. C. Nayak, "The Mädhyamika attack on essentialism: A critical
appraisal," in Philosophy East and West 29,4 (Oct. 1979), pp. 477-490,
11. Govinda, op. cit., p. 35.
12. Nayak, op. cit., pp. 481f.
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To experience the eternally same unity in the movement of
the self-realization of God, in other words, to experience the
faithfulness of God, is to realize the advaitic structure of the
Trinity.
The non-dualistic concept of Reality, which seems to me a
proper interpretation o f the Trinity, effects all different possi
bilities of experience and its reflection. God, the wholeness of
Reality, appears as the basic energy in its self-movement. He
is the One i n A l l . The following table will give some examples
with, at the end, the Indian counterpart where significantly the
aspect of realization in multiplicity is missing:

S
ο

S
tu
χ

FATHER

SON

Origin of Being

Being,
Realization

Return of Being,
Renewal of the existing from
the origin

beyond all
transcendence

through all
immanent
transcendence

in all immanence

One
Simplicity

Many
Multiplicity

Possibility

Reality

Unity of Multiplicity,
Realization of the One in
the Many, way back to the
Father through the Son
Making possible new reality,
resp, realization of the
possible

Creatio ex nihilo Creatio in
participatione

SPIRIT

actus participationis

principles of the
universe

principle of
history

principle of individuality

Origin beyond
time .

eternal presence

presence of the origin in
realization

"where from'*

'•in what"

"where to"

source

wisdom

life-love

Ο

freedom

tie

becoming free

0

undisposability

going into
disposability

free disposal

«>
&>

Oft
"S3

«Ο
Ρ*

2

ätman

nirguna brahman
sat

cit

änanda

Aspects of the Trinitarian self-movement of God
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I I I . Some Basic Consequences
One of the main problems of our reflection on God is that
we cannot any more express the "being" of God in substantial
categories only. The development of thinking during the last few
centuries has ended in an atheism which is Precisely a denial of
the unmoved substantia which had been the first metaphysical
determination of God. Hegel's insistence on God as the Subject
leads into a new awareness, into a new understanding of the
relationship between God and man.
And the post-Hegelian
history expounds this subjectivity clearly enough. We may not
have understood really what Hegel meant when he denominated
God as the Subject. But the three consequences of our non-dualis
tic reflection, which I am going to mention now, seem to point
at least into this direction.
1.

Overcoming of Dualism

Theoretically we are usually aware that a metaphysical
dualism cannot help any more to explain Reality, be i t in its
natural, social, political, ecological or religious dimensions. But,
in practice, it seems to be very difficult to overcome dualistic ways
of behaviour, because often we are not enough aware of the
sources of those dualistic structures. The newly emerging medit
ative consciousness all over the world might be a key for the
solution of this dilemma.
I n a non-dualistic Trinitarian understanding of the One
Reality, we might be able to overcome the dualism of matter and
spirit. This again has consequences. The philosophy and practice
of Dialectical Materialism, for instance, is penetrated by its basic
question concerning the primacy of matter or of spirit. F. Engels
made i t the corner-stone of the Marxist ideology. This question,
however, is meaningless in our approach, because both matter
and spirit are realizations of the One i n the cosmic perichöresis
of the Divine Reality. The concept of prana as the one basic
energy could be an auxiliary construction pointing towards the
unity of reality which natural sciences seem to be in search for:
präna is in its manifestations, but it is neither of them.
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Now we are touching one of the main problems of the
approach I am discussing here. We participate in the perichöresis
of Reality, we realize the non-dualistic wholeness in a supradiscoursive meditative consciousness. This cons'eusness is passive
awareness, a self-reflection of Being. I t is the experience of God
an objective as well as subjective sense of this genitive: i t is the
unity of the. experience which we have and the experience^ which
God "has" in His Trinitarian self-realization. ·, This is anubhava,
our part in the cosmic dance.
However we try to circumscribe this holistic awareness, it
cannot be expressed in logical terms, because logic has its basis
in the principle of contradiction.
Now the problem is: what is the relationship between medi
tative awareness and reason ? I f our whole argumentation is to
make sense, it must be a non-dualistic relation. But how is this
imaginable? And how could there be a reconciliation of distin
guishing reason and integrating meditation? These questions
are of the most urgent importance in our reflection on the possifrlL
ties of human consciousness in quest t>f God. I am not able to
give a satisfying answer, of course, and, i f an answer could be
found, i t would have to include all the aspects of human ambi
guities in our today's fragile world. Unless we collectively venture
to jump i n t o holistic awareness and yet reconcile this with our
ability to take reasonable decisions, we will fail the kairos of our
situation. . ·• " "
?

An other aspect of the duality is the relationship between
social and individual interests. When we realize that everybody
is an ätman participating in the One as a realization of the selfunfolding divine mystery, we will realize an ontological solidarity.
In realizing the Whole, we realize ourselves and vice versa. We
can go through the individual differentiation and integrate it into
a social harmony which is nothing but an expression of the lionduality in the perichöresis of the Trinity.
The contradiction
between the individual and the social could be integrated into a
process of personalization. The mature person would be the
integrated individual, being aware of the interrelatedness of its
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being. Much more has to be said at this point, and this is only
to indicate a possible direction of our thinking.

2.

Personality of Reality

Asking for the meaning of the person we also ask for the
meaning of the personal God. There is much discussion between
those who want to surrender themselves to a personal God and
those who come out of an impersonal spiritual experience. Both
these standpoints claim to be the "higher" one, and the fruitless
discussion neither brings clarification nor leads to the real
spiritual practice. Thus, any clarifying contribution i n this
dicussion might be of importance.
What is the person? I cannot go into a detailed analysis
here but would like to apply our non-dualistic conception just to
sketch an outline at this point.
<
The person is the centre for integration. Being this centre,
it is an energetic field in which all energies and experiences of the
reality get their meaning and order. The person is the structuralizing principle of the one basic energy, prana.
We can try to understand it by means of a smile. Take reality
as a limitless amount of lines, points and segmental chains of
such lines and points.
By means of the unifying and ordering
power of the personal, this unordered plenteousness turns into
the structure of an ordered crystal. Or take an other analogy:
Reality is like a net which hangs in central knots. Each person is
such a knot.
Thus, there is personality from the most primitive forms of
organization of matter until it reaches the integrated structure of
the human brain. The whole reality is a manifestation of this
principle of personality. The Trinity as the integrating wholeness
of its self-movement is the most powerful expression of personal
ity. Reality becomes more and more personalized as much as i t
participates and gets integrated in the Trinitarian process of
perichöresis.
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Unity of Freedom and Love

K . Barth's famous saying: God is the one who loves in
freedom, expresses clearly the problem to combine freedom and
love (involvement) together with the notion of God. Only i f we
are able to do so, shall we answer the soteriological problem.
This means, in our non-dualistic approach, that, only when the
One Reality is freedom and love, there is hope for fulfilment of
the human destination.
Again, I will try to apply the Trinitarian perichöresis in
order to demonstrate the non-dualistic nature of freedom and
love:
One Reality
freedom
Father
Origin
sat

self-realization
Son
will
cit

interrelatedness (love)
Spirit
love
änanda

I f we compare this diagram with those given above, we can
easily interpret i t . I t means that the freedom of the One Reality
is its self-realization i n love. I f God is the continuity of freedom
in realizing love, we can go on to formulate, that the Trinity is
the continuity of freedom in its eternal self-realization in inter
relatedness. This is the perichöretic unity of Being. This is the
Trinitarian dance, i n which creation is salvation and salvation
is creation. This is the process of continuous new creation i n the
Spirit.
Madras

Michael von Brück

